
We had a lively discussion Monday [June 21] -- thank you all!  Here are the outputs: 

• Upcoming meetings 

o NO MEETING in July or August 

o September meeting IN PERSON at United Way 

• General member meetings lead by ed panel 

o July 13 general member meeting will be a panel discussion of critical race theory -- what 

it is, isn't, and the benefits and challenges to integrating into education. Kim Haverkos, 

David Childs and Brittany Mention will lead the dialog. 

o The November general member meeting will likely be about the challenges facing 

teachers as they move forward post-COVID in a world filled with political pressure, 

financial challenges (low pay), and difficulty in innovation. We are looking for the CPS 

superintendent, the UC college of ed dean, and a teacher. 

• CORE ISSUE possibilities were also brainstormed (see the list below).  

o Please send me additional potential core issues that you would like to explore. 

o Those names in yellow have committed to thinking about the right speaker to illuminate 

this issue for us. 

o The key is for ed panel members to help find speakers on any/all issues so we can be 

informed in our choice of core issue -- so please let me know if you would like to work 

on a potential meeting topic and speaker!  

o If no one steps up to lead a session, Kent and I will find relevant speakers. 

 

1.       TEACHING profession issues and support (KIM with a teaching panel re: shortage) 

2.       Diversity and inclusion, especially curriculum and critical race theory (JULY meeting will help) 

3.       School finances 

a.       Passing levies 

b.       Lobbying the state for equity 

c.       School choice/vouchers – Ohio, IN and KY are all different – panel? 

4.       Low-income family issues 

5.       Family structure impact on students – 

a.       Generational impact of trauma/poverty/ACEs 

6.       Preschool 

a.       Helping independent providers 



b.       Getting preschool in other districts 

7.       Vocational education – link to jobs, job training (SAM) 

8.       Re-Visioning education – how does it need to evolve 

a.       Learning best practices from many districts 

9.       Social/emotional learning (KIM – can find an expert) 

a.       Restorative practices + inter- and intra-personal skills 

10.   Arts as critical to whole-student learning 

11.   How to get innovation to happen? Bottom-up experiments? (JOHN/GARY) 

a.       Vis a vis unions – bring constituencies together to try things 

b.       How to leverage politics to make change? Role of CEO/superintendent 

12.   Race and education (could expand to other “political” influences on education) 

 

The next Education Panel meeting will be in person in September at the United Way 
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